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Abstract. We de ne a partial continuation as the dierence of two continua-

tions. We exhibit, in a single framework, several design choices and their impact
on semantics. The ability of partial continuations to manipulate stack frames
blurs the nature of dynamic extent therefore, we introduce a new concept
of pre xal extent that characterises the time during which a partial continuation can be rei ed. We propose two equivalent formal semantics for partial
continuations: a context-rewriting system and a cps translation. Two new and
realistic examples illustrate both the interest of partial continuations and the
expressiveness of our choices.

1 Introduction

The mathematical concept of continuation was introduced by Strachey and Wadsworth
18] 16] to give a semantics to control operators such as goto. The continuation of an
expression represents the rest of the computation to be performed after evaluation of
this expression. Some programminglanguages, such as Scheme and SML of New-Jersey,
provide the control operator call/cc, which gives the programmer the possibility to
reify the current continuation into a rst-class object. Invoking a reied continuation on
a value v consists in resuming the computation where the continuation was captured,
with v the value of the call/cc expression. The invocation of a rst-class continuation
has an abortive e ect since the control is transferred from the current continuation to
the captured continuation. First-class continuations can be used to program coroutines,
exceptions, : : : 8].
More recently, the concept of partial continuation was successively introduced and
studied by Felleisen, Friedman, Wand, Duba, Merrill 6], 7], 4], Danvy and Filinski
3], Hieb and Dybvig 9], 10] Queinnec and Serpette 15]. Although their propositions
di er, they nevertheless share a common idea: a partial continuation represents a part
of the rest of the computation. Partial continuations can also be reied into rst-class
objects but, unlike continuations, when a partial continuation is invoked, control is
returned to its invocation point after its termination. Therefore, partial continuations
have the behaviour of functions and are composable.
Two operators are introduced to delimit the part of the computation that a partial
continuation represents. The rst of them can be regarded as a marker, while the
second operator reies the partial continuation between its invocation point and a
mark. The operators #, reset, spawn, and splitter belong to the former category,
while F , shift, and call/pc belong to the latter. Although the notion of partial
continuation comes from the simple idea of reifying a part of the current continuation,
the solutions proposed in 7] and 3] introduce a debate on the \dynamic-ness" of
control operators. Indeed, during invocation of a partial continuation, some marks
might be copied. Therefore, which mark should a control operator refer to, the most

recent one, i.e. the one that was just copied, or the oldest one, i.e. the one that existed
before the invocation of a partial continuation?
As Murthy 12] writes
Now, naturally, one might ask: is there a way to \jump over" the delimiters?
This would lead us to invent a new control-operator, which could jump over
the prompts, and grab all of the evaluation context, to the top of the program.
And after that, we might want to delimit the action of this operator, too. And
so on. : : :
In other words, a language should provide the programmer with control operators
able to capture partial continuations between any two points, whatever the marks
appearing inside. For this purpose, hierarchies of control operators were introduced
by Sitaram and Felleisen 17] and Danvy and Filinski 3]. Control operators are now
indexed by a number which is their control level , and an operator of level m is able to
reify the partial continuation delimited by the rst mark of level n if n m. Although
this solution provides the possibility to reify any part of the computation, it lacks of
intuition: which intuition should a programmer rely on to choose a mark of level n or
a mark of level n+1? Quantitative notions like control level are not easy to apprehend
and are not easy to deal with in everyday programming. On the other hand, Hieb
and Dybvig 9] and Queinnec and Serpette 15] propose pairs of control operators (a
marker and a reier) that are, respectively, parameterised by a label or a mark. These
proposals are able to reify partial continuations between any two points but introduce
debates on the extent during which partial continuations can be reied.
The four following points are the original contribution of this paper.
1. We suggest a new denition for partial continuations: we regard a partial continuation as the di erence of two continuations if one is the prex of the other.
We provide two operators: marker names the current continuation, while call=pc
subtracts a named continuation from the current one and reies their di erence
into a partial continuation. Since a hierarchy is not required any longer, our two
operators, marker and call=pc, are solely given the power to exercise control, they
form our duumvirate of control operators.
2. We rely on intuitive stack frames manipulations to explain our control operators
in Section 2. In this single framework, we show di erent semantical choices and
their impact. There are two issues. First, are continuation names copied when a
partial continuation is reied? Second, what is the extent during which partial
continuations can be reied with respect to a named continuation? As opposed to
the current literature, we discuss the possible choices and select the most expressive
one in Section 3. Although dynamic extent has some interesting properties as far as
implementation is concerned, we observe that the ability of partial continuations to
manipulate stack frames blurs the nature of dynamic extent: we therefore introduce
a new concept of extent that we name prexal extent .
3. We present two formal semantics. The rst one is a reduction system (Section 4)
its most salient feature is its conciseness. The second semantics is a cps translation
(Section 5) in which the connection between stack frames and cps is explicit. The
two semantics were proved equivalent, and both formalise the di erent aforementioned choices.
4. In Section 6, we introduce two new examples that illustrate the interest of partial
continuations and the choices that we propose. In particular, prexal extent is
emphasized by the latter example.

2 Partial Continuations as a Dierence of Continuations

Let us rst consider the program in Figure 1, where rst-class continuations are only
used as downward continuations. One of the rst-class continuations k1, k2, or k3
is invoked by (ki v) in the extent of the call/cc by which it was reied. Before
evaluating the expression (ki v), the control stack can be symbolically represented
as in Figure 1. The top and base of the stack are indicated by the top and base
pointers respectively, and the stack is conceptually divided into four regions by the
marks 1, 2, and 3. Each variable ki is bound to a continuation that corresponds
to a portion of the stack from the base pointer to the i mark. Evaluating (ki v)
consists in removing the portion of the stack from the top pointer to the i mark.
(f0 (call/cc
(lambda (k1)
(f1 (call/cc
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(f2 (call/cc
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Fig. 1. Program 1 and stack representation
However, rst-class continuations are not restricted to a downward use, and call/cc
is not aimed at leaving marks on the stack. So, let us call marker a new control operator
that is intended to leave a mark with a new name on the control stack. Such marks
divide the control stack into regions that we call control blocks , and the purpose of a
mark is to give a name to the block just below it. We call the current block the top
block: it is delimited by the top pointer and the previous mark left or the base pointer
if no mark was left. Pushing a new mark on the current block consists in naming the
current block. Moreover, like call/cc, marker requires one argument, called a receiver,
which must be a unary function. Besides naming the current block, marker also reies
the names of the current continuation and applies its receiver to the sequence of names
of the current continuation, i.e. the sequence of names of all marks left in the current
continuation.
According to Figure 2, before evaluating (marker (lambda (k3) : : : )), two marker
expressions were already evaluated, having given names 1 and 2 to the two rst
control blocks. Just after invocation of the third marker, the old current block is given
the new name 3, and the application of the receiver (lambda (k3) : : : ) to the sequence
of names h1 2 3i starts a new current block, pointed by the top pointer.
When a value v is returned to a mark , this mark is removed from the stack, the
block that was named  becomes the current block, and the value v is now returned
to the current block. Therefore, marks are transparent to normal returns.
According to this description, a continuation is composed of several control blocks
with associated names. We call N (c) (names of c) the sequence of block names of
continuation c. We can now give two denitions related to continuations.

De nition 2.1 (Pre x) A continuation c1 is a prex of a continuation c2 if the
sequence of block names N (c1 ) is a prex of the sequence of block names N (c2).

(f0 (marker
(lambda (k1)
(f1 (marker
(lambda (k2)
(f2 (marker
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De nition 2.2 (Dierence of two continuations) The di erence of two continuations c1 and c2 is dened, if c2 is a prex of c1 , by the sequence of blocks s from c1
such that N (c1 ) = append(N (c2 ) N (s)).
We can now dene our notion of partial continuation.

De nition 2.3 (Partial continuation) A partial continuation is a sequence of con-

trol blocks obtained by the di erence of two continuations.
Let us introduce a second control operator call=pc that is able to reify partial
continuations into rst-class objects call=pc requires two arguments: a sequence of

block names and a receiver. The receiver is a unary function that will be applied to
the reied partial continuation. Figure 2 represents the stack before evaluating the
expression (call=pc k1 (lambda (pc) : : : )) appearing in the program. The behaviour
of call=pc is specied by the ve following actions.
{ A new mark is pushed on the stack, giving the current block the new name 4  so,
the current continuation is composed of the blocks 1 2 3, and 4.
{ The partial continuation is computed by di erence between the current continuation and the continuation whose sequence of block names is the value of the rst
argument of call=pc (here k1). This denes a unique partial continuation which,
here, is the sequence of blocks named h2 3 4i.
{ This partial continuation is reied into a rst-class object.
{ The computation is aborted to the continuation with names k1: the portion of the
stack from the top pointer to the mark 1 is removed the mark 1 is left as it is
because a mark is intended to name the block below it.
{ The receiver is applied to the reied object above the mark 1, starting a new
control block.
After these steps, we can now represent the stack as in Figure 3. The current block is
above the block 1 and the captured partial continuation is composed of blocks 2 3,
and 4.

(f0 (marker
(lambda (k1)
(f1 (marker
(lambda (k2)
(f2 (marker
(lambda (k3)
(f3 (call pc k1
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Fig. 3. Stack representation after application of the receiver to the partial continuation

3 Reifying a Partial Continuation

In Section 2, we dened a partial continuation as a sequence of blocks obtained by
di erence of two continuations. We have not yet precisely specied how such a partial
continuation was reied into a rst-class object. Several behaviours can be considered
according to the way a reied partial continuation preserves its structure of control
blocks. Let us examine the di erent choices and their impact on semantics.
Let us now consider the program of Figure 3, where call=pc is applied to a receiver that invokes the reied partial continuation pc. Two di erent approaches can
be adopted.
1. Since we have dened a partial continuation as a sequence of control blocks separated by marks, we can consider that the structure of the blocks is preserved
during the reication, i.e. marks are conserved. This case is illustrated in gure 4,
where applying a partial continuation consists in concatenating the current continuation with the partial continuation. However, we can again consider two cases
depending on whether we want to keep the structure of the block that is current
at invocation time.
(a) At invocation time, a new mark (here 5) is introduced between the current
block and the rst block of the partial continuation.
(b) At invocation time, no marker is introduced between the current block and
the rst block of the partial continuation so that they both appear under the
mark 2 since a mark is intended to name the block below it, both blocks
seem to be merged in a single block named by 2.
After installing the partial continuation pc, the stack is composed of block names
1 5 2 3 4 in the rst case and 1 2 3 4 in the second case. Afterwards,
the value v is returned and the mark 4 is removed hence, the block that was
previously called 4 becomes the current block. But, in both cases, the variables
k1, k2, and k3 are still bound to h1 i, h1 2i, and h1 2 3i respectively. We
can conclude that h1 i is still a prex of the names of the current continuation, but
neither h1 2i nor h1 2 3i is a prex of the names of the current continuation
in the rst case. Consequently, after invocation of pc, it is allowed to capture a
partial continuation with respect to k2 and k3 in the second case, but this is
forbidden in the rst case.
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Fig. 4. Stack representation after invocation of a partial continuation preserving marks
Remark. Just before reifying a partial continuation, a newly created mark (4 in

the running example) was pushed on the stack. As soon as this partial continuation
is invoked, a value is returned to this mark, and this mark is removed from the
stack. Therefore, this mark can never be reied and is somehow useless. However,
we thought that for the purpose of explanation it was more uniform to consider
named blocks rather than a sequence of named blocks and one unnamed block.
2. Although a partial continuation was dened as a sequence of blocks, we can consider that the process of reication removes all marks between blocks. Therefore,
all blocks in the partial continuation appear to be merged as a single block. This is
illustrated in Figure 5, where again two cases can be considered w.r.t. the current
block.
(a) At invocation time, a new mark (here 5) is introduced between the current
block and the single block of the partial continuation.
(b) At invocation time, no marker is introduced between the current block and the
single block of the partial continuation so that they are merged into a unique
block.
After installing the partial continuation pc, the stack is composed of block names
1 5 4 in the rst case and 1 4 in the second case. Afterwards, the value
v is returned and the mark 4 is removed hence, the block that was previously
called 4 becomes the current block. Consequently, both solutions are able to reify
a partial continuation with respect to k1 but none of these solutions is able to
reify a partial continuation with respect to k2 or k3. Indeed, immediately after
invocation of the partial continuation, h1i is a prex of the names of the current
continuation, but neither h1  2i nor h1 2 3i is a prex.
The extent of sequences of names is the property that essentially makes a distinction
between these four solutions. We shall dene the extent of a sequence of names as the
period of time within which this sequence of names can be used to reify a partial
continuation.
The notion of dynamic extent is related to the use of a stack it is traditionally
dened as the period of time during which a stack remains active, i.e. blocks are
pushed and popped above a given stack. In a language without partial continuations,
the dynamic extent can be equivalently dened as the period of time during which
evaluation is concerned with blocks above a given block . But, the ability of partial
continuations to manipulate blocks blurs this notion of dynamic extent because a
block is no longer uniquely associated with a stack. Therefore, we rene this notion of
extent for partial continuations.
De nition 3.1 (Dynamic extent of a sequence of names) Let n be the sequence
of names of the current continuation c obtained by the operator marker. We say that
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Fig.5. Stack representation after invocation of a partial continuation without preservation
of marks

n has a dynamic extent i n cannot be used to reify a partial continuation after a
value is returned to the current continuation c, or after the computation is aborted to
a continuation c0 that is a prex of c.
In the rst, third, and fourth solutions, sequences of names have a dynamic extent
for two di erent reasons. In the rst and third solutions, when a partial continuation
is invoked, a new mark gives a name to the current block so, the sequences of names
captured in the partial continuation become obsolete because they are no longer prex
of the current continuation. In the third and fourth solutions, as soon as a partial
continuation is captured with call=pc, all the marks captured in the partial continuation
disappear.
However, note that sequences of names do not have a dynamic extent per se. As
all rst-class values, they have an unlimited extent, i.e. they can be referenced, stored,
or returned even outside their dynamic extent, but it is the process of subtracting
continuations that restricts the use of sequences of names w. r. t. call=pc.
On the contrary, in the second solution, sequences of names do not have a dynamic
extent. We call prexal extent the extent of sequences of names in the second solution.
De nition 3.2 (Pre xal Extent) Let c be the continuation existing at the moment
an object o is created. We say that o has a prexal extent i , for every c1 , the continuation existing when the object o is used, c is a prex of c1.
Amongst the di erent approaches given above, it is only in the second one that
sequences of names have a prexal extent. In all other cases, the extent of sequences
of names is dynamic. We prefer the notion of prexal extent because it o ers more
expressiveness as it will be shown in examples of Section 6.
In the two following sections, we propose two formal semantics: the rst of them is
a reduction system and the second is a cps translation. These two semantics are proved
to be congruent. By their equivalence, both semantics precisely dene our duumvirate
of control operators as well as they satisfy di ering tastes. Both semantics formalize
the four previously mentioned choices. The rst one favours concision by the use of
evaluation contexts. The second one exhibits the connection between stack frames and
cps, as well as the machinery for new names creation.

4 Reduction System

In this section, we present a context-rewriting system as Felleisen and Friedman 5].
This rewriting system is an extension of the call-by-value -calculus 13] with the
marker and call=pc operators. We also introduce a new syntactic construct # (: : :),

called prompt with name , that is intended to represent a mark naming a control
block. Terms3 of the language are dened inductively by the following grammar.
M ::= x j h  : : :  i j (x:M) j (MM) j (marker M) j (call=pc V M) j #' (M)
A value , denoted by V , is either a variable x, a sequence of block names h  : : :  i,
or an abstraction (x:M). An expression of the form (marker M) is called a markerapplication . An expression of the form (call=pc V M) is called a call=pc-application . An
expression of the form # (M) is called a prompt .
We also dene an evaluation context E d ] indexed by a depth d, where d represents
the number of prompts # () in E d ].
E 0 ] ::= (V E 0 ]) j (E 0 ] M) j (call=pc V ]) j ]
E d ] ::= (V E d ]) j (E d ] M) j (call=pc V ]) j # (E d;1 ])
An evaluation context of depth d represents a continuation composed of d + 1 blocks
amongst them, n blocks are named while the last one is the current block.
We can nd in Figure 6 the denition of the context-rewriting system. Equation
(1) is the call-by-value -reduction 13]. In (2), a marker-expression is replaced by a
, the expression M, is applied
prompt with a new name , and the receiver of marker
to the sequence of prompt names appearing in E d ] extended with . According to
(3), when the evaluation in a prompt reaches a value, the prompt is removed, and
evaluation proceeds with this value. This rule corresponds to the intuitive explanation
given previously: when a value is returned to a mark at the top of the stack, the mark
is removed. Equation (4) concernsd the reication of a partial continuation. In order
to apply this rule, the context E1 ] should contain the names  : : :. The partial
continuation is represented by the context E2d ]. The operator call=pc applies the
receiver f to a reication of the partial continuation returned by a call to F , which
transforms a context into a function.
0

E d (x:M )V ] ! E d M fV=xg] with V a value
E d marker M ] ! E d # (M h  : : :  i)]
with  62 E d M ]
with E d  ]  E00 # (: : : # (Ed0  ]) : : :)]
d
d
E # (V )] ! E V ]
d
d
E1 #' (E2 call=pc h'  : : :  i f ])] ! E1d #' (f F (E2d  ]))]
with E1d  ]  E00 # (: : : # (Ed0  ]) : : :)]
0

0

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Fig.6. Context-rewriting system
The four possible ways of reifying a partial continuation are formalised in Figure
7. In the two rst denitions of F , the control information held in E d ] is preserved,
while in the two last denitions, this information is removed by the function at. With
the rst and third denitions, when the partial continuation is invoked, a prompt with
a new name ' is inserted.
3

In order to slightly simplify the de nition of the reduction system, we suppose that a

call=pc-expression has a value as a rst argument.

Four ways of reifying a partial continuation:

F
F
F
F

d
d
1 (E  ]) = x:#' (E x]) with a fresh '
d
d
2 (E  ]) = x:E x]
d
d
3 (E  ]) = x:#' (at(E x])) with a fresh '
d
d
4 (E  ]) = x:at(E x])

Control information removal
at(E 0  ]) = E 0  ]
at(V E d  ]) = (V (at(E d  ])))
at(E d  ] M ) = (at(E d  ]) M )
at(# (E d;1  ])) = at(E d;1  ])

Fig. 7. Rei cation of a partial continuation

5 CPS Translation

A continuation semantics is another natural way to give control operators a semantics.
In a traditional continuation semantics, a continuation maps an intermediate value to
a nal value, i.e. a continuation represents the rest of the computation. This property
is not suitable for partial continuations since they are expected to be composable.
Felleisen, Wand, Friedman, and Duba 7] proposed a non-traditional continuation semantics where a continuation algebra was derived from the evaluation contexts of the
reduction system. This technique, named Abstract Continuation Passing Style, was
also used by the second author to dene splitter 14]. Although such an approach is
also possible here, we have adopted Danvy and Filinski's technique 3] to exploit the
expressive power of continuation-passing style through the use of multi-level continuations.
As explained in Sections 2 and 3, it is important to uniquely name a new control
block. Unlike the operational semantics, we explicitly represent in the cps translation
this naming facility by a single-threaded counter passed to each continuation. Whenever a new name is required, the counter is incremented by one, therefore guaranteeing
the uniqueness of names.
The domains of values and the cps translation appear in Figure 8. A block is
represented by an element of the domain K. A block returns a nal answer when
given a value, a continuation and a counter. An element of Cont is a continuation,
which is nothing more than a sequence of named blocks. The semantic function ]
maps a program, a block, a continuation, and a counter to a nal answer. There exists
a similarity with the informal denition of Section 2, where the current block appears
on top of the stack and the rest of the stack consists of named blocks: the current
block is an element of K, and the stack is an element of Cont.
The auxiliary functions P and D used in the translation of call=pc in Figure 8 are
dened in Figure 9. They receive a sequence of names and a continuation. The function
P returns the prex of the continuation having this sequence of names, i.e. it is the
part of the continuation that is not reied. The function D returns the reication of
the partial continuation computed by di erence as explained in Section 2. Both P and
D call the function decompose, which returns two continuations, the rst being the
prex, the other the sux. The function F reies a continuation (i.e. a sequence of
named blocks) into a function. Four denitions of F are given for each case of Section
3. We add to the set of names the special name , which stands for \anonymous".
The blocks of a sequence are merged by giving them this anonymous name, which is
considered as an invisible name by the function decompose.

6 Application

The operators marker and call=pc can be used to express Danvy and Filinski's 3]
example about the non-deterministic nite state automaton and Danvy's example of
computation of the prexes of a list 2]. In Sections 6.2 and 6.3, we illustrate how

 x:M ] d = (0 :x:0 d0 : M ] 00 d0 ) d
 MN ] d =  M ] (m0 d0 : N ] (n00d00 :mn00 d00 )0 d0 ) d
 x] d =  xd
 marker M ]  d =  M ] (mm dm : m 0 (hdm ix(map (x:x # 1) m ))
(hhdm  iixm ) (dm + 1)) d
 call=pc c M ]  d =  M ] (mm dm : m 0 D(c (hhdm  iixm ))
P (c (hhdm iixm)) (dm + 1))  d



the initial block
0 = v d:((( # 1) # 2)v )( y 1)d

0 = v: :d:v
the initial continuation
 2 K : V al ! Cont ! N ! Ans
f 2 Fun : K ! V al ! Cont ! N ! Ans
 2 Cont : (N  K )
 ] : Prog ! K ! Cont ! N ! Ans

Fig. 8. CPS translation
decompose : Cont  N   Cont ! hCont Conti
decompose(contnames acc) =
if null?(cont) then wrong("not in extent")
elif null?(names) then hacc reverse(cont)i
elif names # 1 =  then decompose(contnames y 1 acc)
elif (cont # 1) # 1 =  then decompose(cont y 1 names hcont # 1ixacc)
elif names # 1 = (cont # 1) # 1 then decompose(cont y 1 names y 1 hcont # 1ixacc)
else wrong("not in extent")
P : N   Cont ! Cont pre
x

P (c ) = decompose(reverse() reverse(c) hi) # 1
D : N  Cont ! Fun di erence
D(c) = F (decompose(reverse() reverse(c) hi) y 1)
F : Cont ! Fun

F1() = 1 v1d11 :(( 0 v1) (d1 + 1))
( xhhd1  1 iix1 )
F2() = 1 v1d11 :(( 0 v1) d1) (xhh 1iix1 )
F3() = 1 v1d11 :(( 0 v1) (d1 + 1)) ((map (x:h x y1i) )xhhd11iix1 )
F4( ) = 1 v1d11 :(( 0 v1) d1) ((map (x:h x y 1i)  )xhh 1iix1 )

Fig. 9. Rei cation of a partial continuation
our duumvirate of control operators can be used in two new applications of partial
continuations. But beforehand, we show that marker and call=pc can simulate call/cc.

6.1 Simulating call/cc

The control operators marker and call=pc provide the user with a facility to specify
the part of the rest of the computation he precisely wishes to reify. On the other
hand, call/cc is able to reify the whole rest of the computation. Therefore, it is not
surprising that call/cc can be simulated by marker and call=pc. With a toplevel-based
implementation of Scheme, call/cc also has some weird interactions with the toplevel.
Consider for instance a continuation reied at interaction n and used at interaction
n + 1 + m: either - (i ) it is a full continuation that comprises the toplevel mechanism

which must take care of being multiply returned to, or, - (ii ) it excludes the toplevel
mechanism so it is a bounded continuation more akin to be described as a partial
continuation associated with an abortive e ect.
Using the primitives marker and call=pc, we can dene call/cc. Any program
hprogi using call/cc can be replaced by the following program.
(marker
(lambda (lowest)
(let ((call/cc (lambda (f)
((call pc lowest
(lambda (pc)
(pc (lambda ()
(f (lambda (v)
(call pc lowest
(lambda (any)
(pc (lambda () v))))))))))))))
)))

=

=

hprogi

6.2 Run-Time Partial Evaluation: Path Rei cation

Let us consider a binary tree tree and a predicate pred let us search tree for a leaf
that satises pred. We are not interested in the leaf itself but in the direct path that
leads to this leaf. In Figure 10, we illustrate the search and direct paths that lead to
leaf 2. Moreover, we would like the direct path to be represented by a unary function:
given a leaf v, this function would build a new tree that is the same as tree, except
for the leaf v that replaces the leaf satisfying pred.
search path

direct path
b

a

e
c

2

Fig. 10. Search and Direct Paths
Here is the function search.
(define (search tree lowest pred)
(letrec ((loop (lambda (tree fail)
(if (pair? tree)
(or (marker (lambda (fail)
(cons (loop (car tree) fail) (cdr tree))))
(cons (car tree) (loop (cdr tree) fail)))
(if (pred tree)
(call/pc lowest (lambda (pc) pc))
(abort fail (lambbda () #f)))))))
(marker (lambda (fail) (loop tree fail)))))

Partial continuations are particularly useful to solve this problem.
1. The operator marker marks each point of choice where the search should backtrack
to, in case of failure.

2. Backtracking is implemented by aborting to a mark. The abort operator simply
reies a partial continuation, discards it, and forces the evaluation of the thunk.
(define (abort mark thunk)
(call/pc mark (lambda (pc) (thunk))))

3. When the search succeeds, the partial continuation up to the call of search is
reied. This yields the expected function that represents the path.
4. We could have used rst-class continuations, but it would have required a complex
protocol to allow the function search to return a value to its caller.
5. It is possible to write such a function in \continuation-passing style" two continuations would be required: a success continuation and a failure continuation. On
the contrary, the solution that we propose is in \direct style" and only passes the
failure continuation. The continuation-passing style and the direct version di er by
their performance. The former allocates two closures (representing the success and
failure continuations) per node visited. In the worst case, O(2n) closures must be
allocated in the heap, where n is the depth of the found leaf. On the contrary, the
direct style version does not allocate closures, but only copies the reied partial
continuation into the heap the cost is proportional to n.
The following example shows that the same function can be used several times to
construct di erent trees. Moreover, the last result illustrates that the trees built by
the function path are shared with the initial tree the-tree, as much as possible.
(define the-tree (cons (cons 'a 'b)
(cons (cons 'c 2) 'e)))
(define path
(marker (lambda (init) (search the-tree init number?))))
(path 'd)
(path '3)
(eq? (car (path 'd)) the-tree)

! ((a . b) . ((c . d) .e))
! ((a . b) . ((c . 3) .e))
! #t

Unfortunately, the partial continuation returned by search is only able to construct
a new tree. Instead, we could parameterise the function by two constructors cons1 and
cons2.
(define (search tree lowest pred cons1 cons2)
(letrec ((loop (lambda (tree fail)
(if (pair? tree)
(or (marker (lambda (fail)
(cons1 (loop (car tree) fail) (cdr tree))))
(cons2 (car tree) (loop (cdr tree) fail)))
(if (pred tree)
(call/pc lowest (lambda (pc) pc))
(abort fail (lambbda () #f)))))))
(marker (lambda (fail) (loop tree fail)))))

In the following example, the function path computes the depth of the leaf found
by search, i.e. the length of the direct path.
(define path (marker (lambda (init)
(search the-tree init number?
(lambda (x y) (+ 1 x))
(lambda (x y) (+ 1 y))))))
(path 0)
3

!

But this solution requires the function search to be passed the constructors before
reifying the partial continuation. We propose below a solution that needs the values
of the constructors only when the partial continuation is invoked. (It is possible to
design a version without side-e ects at the price of extra-allocations of closures.)

(define (search tree lowest pred)
(let ((cons1 'any)
(cons2 'any))
(letrec ((loop
(lambda (tree fail)
(if (pair? tree)
(or (marker
(lambda (fail)
((lambda (x y) (cons1 x y)) (loop (car tree) fail)
(cdr tree))))
((lambda (x y) (cons2 x y)) (car tree)
(loop (cdr tree) fail)))
(if (pred tree)
(call/pc lowest (lambda (pc)
(lambda (v cons11 cons22)
(set! cons1 cons11)
(set! cons2 cons22)
(pc v))))
(abort fail (lambbda () #f)))))))
(marker (lambda (fail) (loop tree fail))))))

Now, the same partial continuation can be used for several purposes. Below, in
a tree is built in 2], the depth is computed in 3], the result is a tree that
mirrors the-tree with respect to the direct path.

1],

(define path (marker (lambda (init) (search the-tree init number?))))
(define (rcons x y) (cons y x))
(path cons cons 'here)
(path (lambda (x y) (+ 1 x))
(lambda (x y) (+ 1 y)) 0)
(path rcons rcons 'here)

! ((a . b) . ((c . here) .e)) 1]
!3
2]
! ((e .(here . c)) . (a . b)) 3]

This technique can be referred to as run-time partial evaluation . Consel and Danvy
1] dene partial evaluation as \a source-to-source program transformation technique
for specialising programs with respect to parts of their input". For example, let f be a
function requiring two arguments, if f is applied to x and y with x known at compiletime, the process of partial evaluation generates the denition of a new function fx
which requires one argument, with fx such that 8y fx (y) = f(x y).
On the contrary, let us consider a program where a two-argument function f is
applied to x y1 and to x y2 but x y1 y2 will be known at run-time only. The technique
of partial evaluation cannot be used here since this process requires the value x to
be known at partial-evaluation-time. One could imagine to generate at run-time a
specialised version of f, but as opposed to partial evaluation, we would not generate
the text of the denition of the function fx , but a closure fx specialised for x.
The function search generates a specialised function for the tree passed in argument search just unfolds the recursive calls until a leaf satises the predicate.

6.3 Insertion of Values

Let l1 be a list of length m, and let l2 be an A-list associating n values with numbers.
We want to construct a new list where each value of l2 is inserted in l1 at the position
which it is associated with in l2. We suppose that l2 is not sorted in ascendent
position-order. One solution consists in sorting the list l2 and then constructing the
nal result by merging the list l1 and the values at the positions indicated in the sorted
list l2. This solution requires O(n log(n)) comparisons for sorting l2 and O(m + n)
comparisons for insertion of values.

We propose another solution that requires neither to sort the list l2 nor to compare
positions for insertions. The function walk-list builds a vector with m + 1 marks.
Each mark delimits a control block that conses an element of the list l1. The insertion
of values is performed in insert-vals: for a position and a value, insert-vals reies
a partial continuation with respect to the mark in the corresponding position in the
vector and re-installs this partial continuation after consing the value.
(define (walk-list l acc next-action)
(if (null? l)
(marker (lambda (k) (next-action (cons k acc))))
(cons (car l)
(marker (lambda (k)
(walk-list (cdr l) (cons k acc) next-action))))))
(define (insert-vals l mark-vect)
(if (null? l)
'()
(let ((position (car (car l)))
(value (cdr (car l))))
((call/pc (vector-ref mark-vect position)
(lambda (pc)
(cons value
(pc (lambda ()
(insert-vals (cdr l) mark-vect))))))))))
(define (insert l1 l2)
(marker (lambda (k)
(walk-list l1
(list k)
(lambda (mark*)
(insert-vals l2 (list->vector (reverse mark*))))))))
(insert '(3 7 33 23 53)
'((2 3000) (5 6000) (3 4000) (1 2000) (0 1000) (4 5000)))
(1000 3 2000 7 3000 33 4000 23 5000 53 6000)

!

This solution reies n partial continuations and invokes each of them only once. The
exact cost is highly dependent of the implementation.We can nevertheless approximate
the cost of the n invocations to roughly O(mn) since there are at most m blocks to
concatenate per invocation. This approach o ers a speed-up when l2 is much longer
than l1 (n log(n) > nm).
In this problem, the positions of the elements of l1 remain constant during the
insertion of values. It is clear that the complexity of the solution that we propose is
enhanced by the use of a random access data structure: a vector here. It is easy to
imagine another solution with side-e ects. (Let us consider a vector of buckets, and
let us add (by a side-e ect) each value of l2 to a bucket at the desired position the
concatenation of the buckets yields the result.) However, the remarkable feature of the
solution with partial continuations is that it does not use side-e ects .
Moreover, this example shows that a new programming style can be adopted with
partial continuations. We know that we have to cons the m values of list l1 but we
do not know where to insert values of l2: partial continuations allow us to split the
traversals of l1 and l2 in two separate functions. This example also illustrates that
our duumvirate of control operators needs not be extended to a hierarchy of control
operators. Indeed, we are able to capture any part of the computation whatever the
marks appearing inside. And nally, this example exhibits a typical use of marks in
their prexal extent.

7 Related Work

Queinnec and Serpette's 15] splitter-call/pc is certainly the closest approach to
marker-call=pc. Indeed, splitter leaves a special mark on the evaluation stack and
passes this mark to its receiver call/pc reies the portion of the current stack appearing above this mark4. However, splitter-call/pc is less expressive than markercall=pc since call/pc is restricted to the dynamic extent of the mark. Consequently,
examples like insert in the previous section cannot be programmed with splitter
since marks must be usable outside their dynamic extent.
Moreover, we have tried to simplify the semantics as much as possible. We have
included in the semantics the minimal number of features necessary for marker-call=pc.
We neither require the full power of a store nor an extent parameter as in 15]. Another
semantics of splitter appears in 14] in Abstract Continuation Passing Style 7], however this semantics subsumes the existence of both a store and a physical comparison
without making this store explicit.
Danvy and Filinski's shift/reset and Hieb and Dybvig's spawn have in common
that partial continuations incorporate the mark up to which they were reied. This
approach is totally opposite to ours indeed, we consider that a mark is pushed on a
stack to give a name to the block below it and a mark is pushed on the stack on user's
request. Including a mark in the partial continuation is therefore meaningless and can
be seen as a \dangling" name which, whenever the partial continuation is invoked, will
name the current block.
On the other hand Queinnec and Serpette's splitter and Felleisen, Wand, Friedman, and Duba's 7], 4] #() F avoid to copy the mark (or prompt) when reifying a
partial continuation. Those two trends are the origin of the debate about the \dynamicness" of control operators. Although we have decided not to copy a mark when reifying
a continuation, a similar problem also arises when a partial continuation is applied.
We have to know whether a new mark should be inserted between the current block
and the partial continuation: should we name the current block by a new name not
given by the user or should this block be merged with the rst block of the partial
continuation?
In order to be able to reify a partial continuation between the current point and
any mark (not the last one) Felleisen and Sitaram 17] and Danvy and Filinski 3]
introduce a hierarchy of control operators. Therefore, their languages have 2n times
control operators instead of 2. But, what is the intuitive di erence between control
operators of level n or level n + 1?
Moreau and Ribbens 11] also introduce a mechanism of prompt to mark the extent
of the call/cc operator. Such a prompt was used to optimise the invocation of a
continuation in the extent of the call/cc by which it was reied. In their reduction
system, the prompt could be used to represent explicitly two extents: the dynamic
extent or another notion of extent, similar to prexal extent except that the prex
notion uses equality of blocks instead of equality of block names.

8 Conclusion

We presented an operator marker that reies the block names of the current continuation. This is the minimum requirement for our semantics. A nice integration with
Scheme would be to merge marker and call/cc, thus reifying a sequence of block names
into a regular continuation. On the other hand, call=pc would extract the names that
it needs from this regular continuation. Hence, only one primitive should be added to
the language Scheme in order to reify partial continuations.
4

In fact, the lowest position where this mark appears.

We dened a partial continuation as the di erence of two continuations when one
is the prex of the other. Although other notions of prexes might be imagined, we
think that they must, at least, be able to properly evaluate our examples.
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